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The Buzz is open
Monday - Saturday
7am to 5pm
Sunday - 10am to 4pm.

Pop in bright and early
and reward your efforts
with a fresh cinnamon
bun and a “Benson Mist”
while feasting your eyes
on foggy Mount Benson
itself.

I

f your timing is right, you may even get
the chance to hear Montreal native, David, take a break from the coffee machine
and play a set on the open use piano.

1861 Dufferin Crescent, Nanaimo, BC

Phone: (250) 591-8310
Menu: thebuzzcoffeehouse.ca
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– By Morgan Campbell

HISTORY
OF OUR ANCESTORS

V

ictoria

A revised excerpt
on our history from a
Government of BC plaque
reads,
In 1858, 800 free Black
settlers left oppressive San
Francisco for a new life
in BC on
Vancouver
Island at the invitation
of Governor James
Douglas. As a result of this
Mifflin Gibbs became a
politician and Charles
and Nancy Alexander
initiated the Shady Creek
Methodist Church. John
Deas established a salmon
cannery.

S

alt Spring Island

By 1859, a core
group had built
log cabins on nearby Salt
Spring Island, one of those
groups of people were the
Stark family. Salt Spring
Island was the ancestral
grounds of the Coast Salish
people. There, the families
hunted cougars, cultivated
farms and cleared the
deeply forested terrain for
future immigrants.

H

ogan’s Alley,
Vancouver

Hogan’s Alley
in Vancouver is one of

W I LLIS S TAR K

two historic Canadian
neighbourhoods with
significant links to black
history. Along with
Africville in Halifax,
Hogan’s Alley was a small
but vibrant community
that was dismantled in the
1960s to make way for new
construction.
The area, close to where
Vancouver’s Chinatown
currently exists, was
home to the city’s first
concentrated black
community.
Two of its most prominent
residents
— Fielding William Spotts
Jr., a cooper by trade and
the first Baptist in Western
Canada, and Nora Hendrix,
grandmother to rock
legend Jimi Hendrix and
cook at Vie’s Chicken and
Steak House — are featured
on a commemorative
Canada Post stamp.

SI LVI A S TAR K

Canada Post describes
Hogan’s Alley as a “vibrant
destination for food and
jazz through the 1960s.”
Hogan’s Alley was the
unofficial name of a
four-block long dirt lane
that formed the nucleus
of Vancouver’s first
concentrated AfricanCanadian community.
(Canada Post and CBC
News).
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H ar r i et Tub m an

The
Meaning

fr ed er i c k D o u gl as s

Of Black History
Month

Th u r go od Marshall

B

lack history, which began
as Negro History week, was
founded in 1926 by
Carter G. Woodson as a
vehicle to “hand down information
about Africans that had been
altered, dismissed or ignored,”
according to the NetNoir website.

N e l s o n M an d el a

Woodson graduated from Harvard,
obtaining a master’s degree and
doctorate, and studied at the
Sorbonne in Paris.
February was chosen for this week
because of the birthdays of Frederick Douglas and Abraham Lincoln.
4
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style
The power of

expression
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style
The power of

expression
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Pure Spa offers Special Deals
like April’s daily deals:

Tuesdays 2 for $70 (Two service minimum)
Wednesday’s 25% OFF of waxing
Thursday’s Classic Pedi: 47.25
Friday’s Gel Manicure 52.50

Check out our website for the Special
Deals throughout the year
Visit: www.purespananaimo.ca
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Our
Constitution

250-729-9332
nanaimoafricanheritagesociety@gmail.com
Vice President: Diana Kly
Leslie Thompson		
Advisor: Paul Winn
Len Mycock – Member at Large
Adrienne Thompson – Member at Large
Roxanne Schiefer-Rolph - Member at Large

We are:
The Nanaimo African Heritage Society

Our Objectives Are:
•

To promote African Heritage Culture in our
society

•

To share the rich heritage of African culture with the many and varied groups in
the city of Nanaimo

•

To promote knowledge related to the nature of African heritage

•
•

Adrian Swanston- Member at Large
www.nanaimoafricanheritagesociety.com

Our Mandate:
Our society provides sense of community for people
with an interest in Black History Month.
Every February our society provides a welcoming
environment for people of all cultures. Join us in
honoring Afro-Centric pioneers local and world wide.
“You can only become truly acomplished at something
you love. Don’t make money your goal. Instead pursue

To add to the many ﬁbers of culture with
our community

the things you love doing and then do them so well

To provide cultural and recreational
venues for positive social interaction.

- Maya Angelou

2018 AGM Board of Directors:
Nanaimo African Heritage Society
President & Founder: Shalema Gantt
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Kombii Nanajalah - Member at Large
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thatpeople can’t take their eyes off of you.”
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NAHS

president’s message
WRITTEN BY NINA CHARLEY

Happy Black History Month! We are in crazy times, countless stories coming
out every day can be overwhelming with the constant negativity flooding
our feeds; so this year we are focusing on love, towards ourselves and others. Black history month brings out the positive strides we have taken to
become a more diverse society and show that we are a strong community,
but it also brings out the negative. We look back on our past, present and
prepare for the future. Black history month includes everyone, it is a time to
look back and celebrate the obstacles we have persevered through. To love
and relish in our colourful culture made up of so many mixes and beautiful
rich roots.
This year the theme is the power of love. To treat everyone with love and
respect, to listen to our hardships and support one another. We need to address that just because racism isn’t as prevalent on the news as it is in America, it still is affecting people of colour in Canada every single day. Racism
within our society is something that is not discussed in the classroom, that
needs to change.
There is a massive movement for change that has been happening. Magazines have stunning individuals on the cover who actually represent, Zendaya, Serena Williams, the Obama’s and so many more. Movies celebrating
black culture or discussion race relations are being recognized at award
shows. Black Panther, the Blackkklanseman and the Hate U Give are giving
the world a front seat into our culture and allowing the black community to
see ourselves as superheroes.
Black history month allows us to remember activists such as Frederick Douglass, Martin Luther King Jr, Malcom X, Nelson Mandela and Rosa Parks. Our
world would be so different without these leaders and the myriad of others
who fought for Civil Rights. These heroes taught us what strength is, and
what perseverance is. They shattered barriers, they stood against injustice
and paved the way for brighter days. We celebrate how far we’ve come, I
remember the night I saw Barack Obama, how proud I was in seeing a man
of colour in the white house with his beautiful family standing next to him.
During this month we also see that the fight for equality is not over, to understand that racism is still a poison in communities on the island. It is seen
on the news, we remember and send prayers to the families who have lost
loved ones to police brutality, for those who’s teachers use racial slurs during
lecture, and to the little girl who is being shamed because of the texture of
her hair. We will rise up through the hate, supporting one another we love.
The youth need to be able to walk by a magazine and believe that one day
they could be on the cover too. That is why having the NAHS magazine is
so important, but we have had the struggle of getting it onto stands or in
stores because the “business don’t it”... what does that even mean? Is it because it is a black magazine? The magazine was created to be for everyone,
but show diversity. It is sold all over the island with more people finding
out about it every day! The Nanaimo African Heritage Society was founded
in 1999, celebrating its 20th anniversary by continuing to do events, bringing a voice to the black community and publishing this beautiful magazine.
One of the reasons the magazine was created was to read about the rich
history that the island has to offer, dating back to our black pioneers in the
1700s from Victoria. Going up and down the island to do interviews allows
for connections and stories to be brought to the forefront, NAHS allows us
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to celebrate beauty in all shapes and colours.
Shalema Gantt, the president and founder of the
NAHS has dedicated 20 years to provide a voice
to minorities on the island, from presenting workshops to sitting and having a coffee to talk about
racism faced in the school system. Shalema realized
that at a young age she had a light to share with the
world, she uses it to give a voice to young writers,
models, and artists, allowing them to let their own
light shine brightly.
The theme of love is important because NAHS has
provided a place to feel comfortable in our skin. Being a person of colour comes with many hardships,
but it is also so beautiful. Black history month is so
important because we get to celebrate our ancestors, pioneers and inspirations as a community. A
young melanin queen can see herself on the cover
of a magazine, becoming inspired to free her curly
locks and understand that being black is a gift.
Shalema says for us to live in peace, harmony and
respect we have to accept that we all have differences that make us unique in a beautiful way.
This year the gala will be held at the end of March.
We can’t wait to dance the night away with you.

Shalema
Gantt

we don’t send you to africa ...
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Has Africa always been on your bucket list but you have been too nervous to go on your own? Well come with us and we will
show you our beautiful home country and all it has to offer. We – Ronnie & Dee Pitcher – host trips to Africa every year and we
can assure you, you will not be disappointed!
Read this review from one of our clients who came with us to South Africa in May 2018/
“What a fabulous tour of Africa we had this spring with the Pitchers. Everything was absolutely firsts class. I mean, FIRST
CLASS. Accommodations, transport, safari tours, local knowledge, our wants and needs, everything. It all comes down to our
tour Guides, Dee and Ronnie Pitcher. They organized the tour and they led the tour. They looked after us, cared about us, kept
us laughing, educated us, bonded us to them and to each other. Thank-you to them and thank-you to our travel companions.

... we take you to africa
Marvellous, absolutely marvellous.
When the trip was over, all we could say was how lucky and thankful we are that we took this tour to Africa. It was absolutely
fabulous. It was more than we had expected, even with our high expectations from checking out the detailed itinerary of what
we would be doing, where we would be going and the accommodations that had been chosen. And, it all revolves around the
couple who organized the tour and took us on the tour, Dee and Ronnie Pitcher.
Our tour hosts are intimately knowledgeable about South Africa, and that meant they are aware of the areas we visited and
their issues and the highlights. Their excellent advice began before we left home. They gave us great advice on what we needed
to bring - and what we didn’t need to bring. They were right. During our trip they always ensured we were prepared for our
various modes of transport and border crossings.
They’ve stayed in or checked out the accommodations - all were first class (or better!). Camping? I suppose it is “camping”,
but king size beds, solid walls, glass windows and windows facing the bush with elephants and giraffes wandering around.
WOW. They have been on many safaris and were as adept (or better?) at finding and identifying the wildlife as the rangers and
trackers. We were in roofless “jeeps” which helped picture taking and visibility. We sat two in a row so everyone had a great
view.
There are almost too many great things to say about this trip, but one I want to bring out is their attention to the needs of every
one of us. Ronnie and Dee are very caring individuals, and were always keeping an eye out for us all, and our needs.
Before we left, they ensured they were aware of any physical limitations or special dietary needs - they made sure it was always
covered. I had a birthday - they made it special. There were so many things like this that make a trip special. Our travelling
companions, the beautiful leopards, monkeys, zebras, Cape Town, lunch in the bush, African singing and dancing, friendly caring
staff, sunsets – the list goes on for ever!
We have been on many trips, but we rate this one as the best we have been on. We give credit to the existence of such a
beautiful place on this earth and to Dee and Ronnie for the skill, knowledge and care they put into making this trip the best we
have been on.

Kathleen & Gerry Garnett

|

To find out more visit our website:

hostedafrica.com
NAHS Magazine/2018
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KENNY BLUES
‘BOSS’ WAYNE

Many of us go through life without realizing our
real purpose, and up until the 1990’s it was much
the same for Kenny Wayne. Wayne’s passion for
music started as a child in the 60’s and like many
young stars, he cut his teeth on gospel music. It was in the 70’s that Wayne would decide that music was
his passion and began to focus on it being his career. However, back then, musicians had to play pop
or rock in order to make enough money to live on, and the blues musicians of the era all seemed to be
struggling financially.
It was 1992 when Wayne was playing with a pop/rock band in southern Spain, when an audience member requested some blues. The fan then compared Wayne to the blues artist Champion Jack Dupree.
This was the spark that would ignite the change in Wayne’s musical career. He’d begin to get more and
more recognition for playing the blues and his purpose in life started to come into focus.
“All of a sudden I was on magazine covers, recognition was not something I was familiar with in my previous musical career.”
Wayne would start work on his first original album, Alive & Loose in 1995, and in 1998 he’d release his
album, Blues Boss Boogie, which would lead to his modern moniker. Kenny ‘Blues Boss’ Wayne would
earn numerous Juno Award nominations and would win a Juno in 2006 for his song Let It Loose.
Blues Boss would soon realize that a part of his new popularity was due to him being one of the last of
a generation of great piano-front blues artists. Artists such as: Fats Domino, Ray Charles, Big Joe Duskin,
Floyd Dixon, Little Willie Littlefield, Allen Toussaint, and many more, were no longer around to tour the
festival circuit. Wayne realized that it was now up to him to bring the blues and boogie-woogie to the
fans. At the age of 75 and 12 albums later, Kenny ‘Blues Boss’ Wayne still carries the torch to pass on to
the next generation of blues and boogie-woogie artists yet to be discovered.
To find out more about Kenny ‘Blues Boss’ Wayne and concert schedules, follow him on
www.facebook.com/kennybluesboss or his website: www.kennybluesboss.com
By Brent Matsalla
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Pamela sylvan
Introducing, Pamela Sylvan. This engaging storyteller is now a regular feature contributor to N.A.H.S, weaving uplifting and inspiring content to motivate and lighten
your day or perhaps, your life’s journey. Here’s a bit about Pamela’s journey so
far... ‘It takes courage to grow up and become who you really are’
This E.E. Cummings quote beautifully depicts the journey of courage taken on by
publicist, mentor and Mojomaker, Pamela Sylvan.
Pamela’s family immigrated to Canada back in the 60’s when immigration from the
West Indies had opened up. Her father, a licensed and in demand pipe-fitter and
welder, had both skill and opportunity to relocate his family to take advantage of
greater opportunities and varied experiences as the basis of their future.
Newly landed from Trinidad, the early years was chaotic, tough yet adventurous.
Fitting ‘in’ to their new way of life became the task at hand and the messages
received were clear, ‘be polite, don’t bring too much attention to yourself, always
look your best and read and learn as much as possible’. Her upbringing was built
upon a foundation outlining the disadvantage of being seen as inferior.
Interestingly, as much as the messages of her youth were planted to foster a
healthy sense of self and growth, instead it bred the opposite and conjured up
deep feelings of inferiority. Noticing she was different and at times treated that
way, took a major hit to her confidence, a battle she waged throughout her young
life and into adulthood.
However, she took the positive messages and parlayed them into benefits that
would serve her well. Her unique sense of style and desire to travel were gifts she
received from her stylish parents. Her mother, most notably, was a maven in her
own right and travelled yearly, something unheard of in the West Indian community
who were noted for staying close to home with the occasion trip back ‘home’ to visit relatives. Pamela’s mother ensured her children received
benefits customary to most children living a middle class life; music lessons, trips abroad, summers away, Disneyland, camping etc.
Education was a strong and positive force in her life, a teacher at heart, she loved the learning process. Although a dedicated and skillful student,
she took the long route to finishing her education; computer science at Ryerson University and Business Admin at York University, coming out with
a powerful love for humanities. This was her trajectory into the world of marketing within the non-profit sector, becoming the youngest Marketing
Coordinator for the Heart & Stroke Foundation of Ontario. Her passion and purpose was beginning to unfold.
After 4 years travelling throughout the province of Ontario in the capacity of Coordinator, presenting to schools and students for Jump Rope for
Heart and Dance for Heart via dance studios and raising millions for research and prevention, she then went into sales and leadership becoming
a top sales leader for Mary Kay Cosmetics. This is when her love for motivation training and
leadership went to the next level of awareness. She thrived within the personal development
arena, understanding that one’s results are catapulted to the next level when their self-concept
is positively affected. Her passion and purpose unfolded even further.
She took time to marry, have a daughter and move to a smaller community. From there she
ventured out into the world of entrepreneurship, her first venture known as, Your Essence,
featuring one of a kind gift baskets, intention candles and bath salts. She went back into the
corporate world and was quickly promoted to manage the training and development for Sears
Canada, which took her to various points throughout the country, training teams and corporate
trainers alike.
If that wasn’t enough, she then took on writing a weekly column for the newspaper. As the
‘Downtown Gal’, Pamela incited change for a project close to heart, the revitalization for a defunct downtown core. After 4 years of writing, she learned $25 milion was earmarked to begin
the much needed face-lift needed by the City’s core.
And if that wasn’t enough, was also part of the team teaching Post Graduate Public Relations
for Loyalist College during that same time.
Fate came knocking, and that’s when Pamela decided it was time to head West. Within 3
months of making the decision to drastically change her life, she arrived on the West Coast
of Canada, and forged out into her new life alone. She promptly got to work and started an
online magazine, Downtown & Around and opened up a boutique PR firm, Pamela Sylvan PR.
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She had dropped into her purpose full force. She was now doing what she was meant to do her entire life. Using all her power-skills; communication, writing, teaching and presenting, Pamela now helps solve issues around launching individuals and/or
businesses to the world. She pulls together their brand stories diving deep to pull out their unique slants, coordinates websites,
polishes the images of individuals and businesses along with their collateral pieces while making connections with media or
collaborative partnerships where necessary.
Looking back on her journey, Pamela sees the reason her life has her where it has, and sees the nuggets of wisdom in all she
once called ‘bad’ or uncomfortable. Life had done is job to prepare for what’s yet to come.
She’s currently working on her first book, SNATCH Back Your Life & 39 Other Keys to Turn on Your Purpose and Joy. These keys
are applicable to anyone wishing to use aspects of what they’ve been through and turn it into gold. Pamela states, the first key is
the most important one, get your life back. She’s constantly amazed how we’ve unknowingly allowed our power to drain away to
others then wonder how we find ourselves stuck and unhappy. ‘Self-actualization, agency, purpose and vitality are the building
blocks to all you truly seek’, states Pamela. ‘And if you require assistance building your on and offline media, PR or launching
what you do out to world in the most effective way, I can help you with that too’.
Her moniker, MojoMaker also denotes how she operates her business. As a courage and confidence mentor, establishing new
and powerful internal narratives is the basis of any successful endeavour whether it be on a business or individual basis.
One of Pamela’s greatest wishes moving forward, is to see more women of colour rising to the forefront of the personal development realm, leading the way for the next generation of young leaders to access and model after. We are a beautiful force of
intelligence, intellect, energy and power. It’s time to come into the light and shine our brand of contribution and gifts.
You can learn more about Pamela Sylvan and Mojo Maker here: Pamelasylvan.com | Follow her on Twitter: @maker_mojo | On
Instagram: @mojomoves
And Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/psylvanmojomaker/

SignAge is Nanaimo’s leading large format sign and print company. With state of the art
equipment, including HP Latex and UV Flatbed printers we are able to meet just about
any graphic need from decals to full vehicle wraps. We have the only 3M Preferred Graphics installer in the region with 20 years’ experience in
vehicle wraps and large format installation. SignAge has the expertise to take your ideas
from concept to reality. We source and the best products available to suit most budgets.

Services include…
Printing, wraps, vehicle
graphics, banners,
stickers, tradeshow
displays, wood printing,
illuminated signs,
branded environments,
window films, & more.
NAHS Magazine/2018
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Emma Stark
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Emily (Emma) Arabella Stark was born in 1857 to
Silvia and Louis Stark. Originally from Louisville,
KY, her family traveled to California seeking a place
where his family could live in freedom. The Stark
family would continue to push north and by the
time Emma was a toddler, they had settled on Salt
Spring Island, BC. The Starks would join 12 other
black families that settled and pioneered farming
on Salt Spring Island.
Silvia and Louis would have another 5 children
before finally purchasing more land on a farm in Chase River, BC, in 1875,
where Emma’s youngest sister, Louisa, would be born.
The family suffered many hardships in those early times with bitter cold
winters, smallpox, and eventually the breakup of her family. Emma would
eventually move to Nanaimo with her father to attend high school and train
to be a teacher. Emma’s mother would divide her time between the farm on
Salt Spring Island and the farm in Chase River.
In August of 1874, Emma would be hired to teach school in the one room
school house in the North Cedar district. Emma was now the first black
teacher on Vancouver Island.
One of her first students was her sister Marie, who was 7 at the time. During
the week, the pair would have to board with local families and they would
travel back to their father’s home for the weekends. In the summers they
would travel back and forth from Cedar to Nanaimo on horseback and in
the winters they would travel in a homemade sleigh pulled by oxen.
In December of 1878, Emma would marry James Clarke, but sadly, little is
known about the marriage, as Emma would pass away at the early age of
33, from an unknown illness.
Today, a plaque in her name, marks the wall at 331 Wesley Street, as a
commemorative to Vancouver Island’s first black school teacher. Some now
believe Louis Stark’s barn is still standing in Extension on his Chase River
farm. Louis was said to have large coal reserves on his property, and was
allegedly murdered for them in 1895. It was determined that he had been
pushed off a cliff when he was on his way home from a late night card game
at a friend’s house.
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Gemma and Gabe Martin started a small take out
location in 2014. Their immediate acceptance by the
community helped them expand quickly into their
current Commercial Street location. If you can’t find a
spot in the 75 seat restaurant, you can always enjoy the
day out on their 20 seat patio.
To give back to the community that
supports them, Gabriel’s developed a soup token
program to help disadvantaged people in our
community. The café also plays host to a showcase for
local artists.
“We give back where we can, and the community gives
us their support in turn.”
Gabriel’s works with about 15 local farms and food
producers at any given point in time. Whenever possible,
ingredients are sourced direct from “Farm to Fork”.
Their partnerships ensure only the freshest sustainable
and seasonal vegetables, including free range eggs,
pasture-fed and ethically raised meats are used in each
dish.

Be sure to visit us online at
GabrielsCafe.ca
or follow us on Facebook & Instagram.

Larry Walrond was born in 1942 in the
town of Couva on the island of Trinidad.
His father was a school principal. His
grandfather was an employee of a large
sugar plantation who had migrated from
the island of Barbados after the emancipation of slaves. He was either a slave or
the very least the son of a slave on a large
plantation originally owned by an Englishman named Walrond.
Larry’s mother was an accomplished seamstress and housewife who raised nine
children. She was the great grand-daugh-

Larry Walrond
ter of John Chow, a Chinese immigrant from Caton in China. Chow later married the daughter of a Scottish
missionary, and their eldest son would marry a Negro school Teacher from Barbados.
Growing up with four brothers and four sisters could be hectic at times, but the family survived by entertaining each other. As a young high-school student, Larry observed and appreciated the habits that made a
teacher a good teacher, and which habits made for a bad teacher. It was during his high school years that
he decided to become a “good teacher.”
Larry would go through high school and then on to study French, Spanish and Latin at McGill University in
Montreal. He took his teacher training at Simon Fraser University in BC. He is now retired after spending 40
years as a French and Spanish high-school teacher in Nanaimo.
Today, when Larry isn’t travelling to all corners of the earth, he’s working in his well-equipped woodworking
shop. Larry took woodworking as a high-school student and what he learned then would stay with him forever and fuel his love for designing and building out of wood. As to why he has travelled so much, Larry says,
“I have an abiding interest in the peoples and places of the rest of the world. I have studied history
and geography and I tend to live these subjects as well.”
Larry has always lived by his philosophy, “If you don’t like what you do, do what you like.” His passion comes
from a deep-down desire to do the best he can at everything. Larry has not always succeeded, but he never
dwells on any failure.
His passions would lead him to photography where he loved the creative aspects of this endeavor. Larry
would win several awards in photography and has had his photos on exhibit. He has also put together many
photographic books on his many travels.
Larry also wrote two other books on the history of his family, primarily for distribution to family members.
His third book, Ratoon, was written for general publication through Friesen Press. The word ratoon is a botanical term that refers to the special type of root system of some plants. In his book, Larry ties the roots of
his family name to the lives of his parents.
Ratoon may be purchased online by searching Walrond Ratoon. Only soft cover books are now available
online. Readers who want to purchase a hardcover copy may do so by phoning Larry at 250-751-0259 or
email him at lamwal@shaw.ca. - By Brent Matsalla
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In 1986, Laurie Arbuthnot traveled to Italy and visited the Island of Capri.
There she found the small enchanted perfume house of Carthusia, where
their traditional craftsmanship inspired her to dream of one day owning her
own perfumery in Canada. As a serial entrepreneur, Laurie would
pursue many journeys in life, but her mind never strayed too far from evolving her own dream perfumery.
She first purchased books and then took courses on herbology and
distillation as well as a perfumery course in Thailand in 1999. However, it
was a text book she had from the 1960’s that allowed her to be creative with
aromas. One day, all the pieces seemed to start falling into place and the
timing felt right for Laurie to turn her dream into reality. The business plan
she would create made her realize that she could actually turn her dream
into a success.
Sticking to a small budget, Laurie would lease a workshop space in
Cowichan Bay in the spring of 2017. Thirty-one years after visiting the shop in Carthusia, she opened the doors to Wild Coast
Perfumes.
“Natural perfumery is an art, not a science. Perfumers use fragrant materials in the same way that a painter uses colors.” Laurie Arbuthnot
Laurie would begin working towards the ultimate balanced formulations and stabilizing her perfumes, but it was the clear vision of the finished product that would dictate the direction of her creation.
Laurie sells seasonally out of her Cowichan Bay location, online at WildCoastPerfumes.com, and through select partners and
retailers. As a small batch artisan perfumery, Laurie is careful to keep emphasis on quality control and has partnered with other
likeminded businesses.
Wild Coast creates bespoke perfumes for boutiques or spas looking for their own signature fragrances. She’s created fragrances
for Beachology in Cowichan Bay, The Green Vanity Organic Spa in Kelowna, and she’ll soon be adding San Francisco’s San Remo
Hotel to her list of all natural bespoke perfumes.
“For the most part I use the scents of a special coastal location or a scent memory of a past visit to guide the direction of the
perfume creation.” - Laurie Arbuthnot
Wild Coast sells their fragrances to all sexes and ages. Some feel that fragrance is just as important as any other item they might
wear on a daily basis. More importantly, natural perfumes bring the aromatherapeutic properties of the plants and flowers to
the wearer giving them an uplifting, calming, or grounding effect. Some of Wild Coast’s clients have illnesses or compromised
immune systems and their natural perfumes are gentle enough to allow them to enjoy fragrances in their life once again.
Currently, Wild Coast offers nine all natural, plant based perfumes. Their scents range
from the bold and woodsy Whistler and Carmanah, to the green, fresh fragrance of
Tofino, to more of a sophisticated scent such as Saltspring eau de Parfum.
Laurie also sells a few other all natural products such as, completely natural candles,
soaps, spritzes, bath salts, and
lotions. All either made by Wild Coast or by other quality local, all natural artisans. No
Wild Coast products contain palm oils, synthetic fragrances, or any other nasty chemicals, nor are any products tested on animals. Laurie is a member of the International
Perfume Foundation and Wild Coast adheres to the “New Luxury Code” of conduct for
natural perfumers.

For upcoming events or fragrance launches follow Wild Coast on Instagram at
www.instagram.com/wildcoastperfumery or
Wild Coast’s Facebook Page at
www.facebook.com/wildcoastperfumery
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Celebrating 40 years of ensuring that immigrants and diverse peoples flourish in this community.

T

he year 2019 marks
the 40th Anniversary of the
Central Vancouver Island Multicultural
Society (CVIMS). Our journey started in 1979 at the end of the
Strategies for Change conference at Malaspina College on April 8, when
participants set up a Task Force to explore setting up a society. In September the society
was formed, a board elected, bylaws and constitution were set.
In 1980 Society received its Incorporation and an office was opened on Victoria Road. The society
held monthly meetings for the public which included evenings of cultural exchange and community
sharing.
Throughout the past 4o years the Society has celebrated many milestones.
In 1981 the first child care worker and first teacher for the Mom’s and Tots program were hired in
response to the influx of refugee and in 1982 our first ESL program was started and we received our
first grant from the City and worked with the City on the new addition for Bowen Park.
Our work in the community has always been key to our success. In 1983 we worked on (and won) the
first human rights case for college students and co-sponsored a showing of the film Ghandi at a local
theatre opening. Canada Day celebrations expanded and in 1984 with the growing participation at
the Canada Day Celebrations. In 1987 we expanding our programming further with a two 10-week
Employment Programs (Provincial).
A major milestone, our 10th Anniversary, was commemorated with a celebration held at Bowen Park,
showcasing the impact the society was having in the community.
The 20th Anniversary Celebrations (1999) at Bowen Park included entertainment, displays, and the
dedication of a plaque to Emily Stark, the 1st female Black teacher on Vancouver Island, (1874), on
Wesley Street.

To commemorate 30th Anniversary, CVIMS was the Recipient of two awards - City of Nanaimo’s
“Excellence in Social Development” for dedication to community needs, and provincial AMSSA Riasat
Ali Khan Award for creative programming and contribution to community.
As we look back on the past 40 years, our success would not have happened without the commitment from the community, the spirit of our clients, trust from our funders, support from our hundreds of volunteers, guidance from past and present Board members, and, of course, the passion of
past and present staff. For this we are truly grateful.
Stay tuned for more information on how we plan on celebrating 40years, with the intention of 40
more to come!
Article submitted Jennifer Fowler- Executive Director, CVIMS
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Please visit
www.cvims.org
101 - 319 Selby Street
Nanaimo, BC.

to find out more or call

Ph: 250-753-6911

40

Years
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Did
you
know?
Did
you know Mary Ann Shadd
was the firstblack woman in North America to start

and run a newspaper and the first woman to study for
a law degree in an American University?

Did
you know Mahalia Jackson
is one of the mostinfluential and beloved singers of

our time? When Mahalia sings hymns, the message,
wrapped in the beauty of her majestic voice is more
meaning full than ever before.

Did you know
We have stamps honoring
African Canadians?
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sharmarke
Dubow
Sharmarke Dubow had a happy childhood until civil war caused
him to flee his home country of Somalia, in 1992. At the young
age of eight years old, Dubow and his sister had to flee Somalia
by boat. Many asylum seekers and refugees lost their lives in
the fury to leave their war-torn country, but they arrived safe in
a refugee camp in Kenya.
In 2012, Dubow would arrive in Winnipeg as a landed permanent resident of Canada. This was the first time he would have
rights and freedom as a person. With his new found freedom,
Dubow would backpack across Western Canada, until he landed a job in Victoria, BC. This would be Dubow’s first permanent
location which he could call home, since he was a young child.
Dubow started working with the Victoria Immigrant Refugee
Centre Society, working with newcomer youth in the Greater Victoria area. His job was helping young refugees adjust to
their new country and running mentorship programs, activities working with schools and after school programs, as well as
working with their parents.
“I love Canada. It’s amazing that now I’m able to be a part of a democracy. I love that citizens and leaders can work
together to shape what their city will look like and how to include all, not just now, but for future generations to come.”
Above and beyond his job, Dubow was a community organizer involving inclusion, diversity, immigrants, refugees and
renters’ rights advocacy. In 2016, Dubow would accept a position with the Inter-Cultural Association of Greater Victoria. His new job would help Canada’s newly accepted 40,000 Syrian refugees integrate into their new Canadian host
communities, create an atmosphere in which both refugees and hosts could learn from each other, and to help create
a sense of belonging.
Dubow’s work in the community would eventually lead to him working with groups such as the Community Action Plan
on Discrimination and the Canadian Counsel for Refugees, just to name a few. All of his humanitarian work would lead
to Dubow winning the Victoria Community Leadership Award in 2017.
Dubow felt that municipalities have a great opportunity to embrace everyone, and he decided to run for city council in
2017. This would also be the first time in his life he could legally vote in an election. His running platform was to build
cities that would include everyone and be affordable to all, not only now, but for future generations.
During Dubow’s work, he discovered that over 60 percent of the residents of Victoria are renting their homes. His latest
initiative is to make sure those residents also have their voice heard within their local government.
NAHS magazine asked Dubow what Black History Month means to him:
“The black community is very diverse here in Canada and includes many different realities from many different places.
Black History Month is a great way to highlight the history and contributions black people made to society, not only in
Canada, but to the world.”
For more information or to speak with Sharmarke Dubow directly,
Email: sdubow@victoria.ca,
follow him on Instagram @sharmarke.dubow or on Twitter @dearbubow.
By Brent Matsalla
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DESIGNER
SHOWCASE

In this issue NAHS features top international fashion brands that specialize in equestrian wear. From France
Harcour, from Holland BR and RJ
Classics from USA. These exciting
collections focus on functionality
as well as fashion. Whether you are
a rider or fashionista, we promise
you these curve loving styles and
sumptuous fabrics will appeal to all.
NAHS Magazine/2018
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Harcour is a French
Fashion brand that uses
only the highest quality technical fabrics, is
beautifully tailored and
has very sophisticated
styling. Harcour began
in 2015 and is fast becoming a major player in
equestrian fashion.
jacket Harcour, blouse
BR, slacks RJ Classics,
boots BR, gloves Uvex
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Equestrian
RJ Classics is an U.S.
company that makes
show clothes for the
discerning rider.
Attention to detail,
amazingly stylish, and
perfect fit make RJ Classic the choice of champions.
blouse Harcour, slacks
Harcour, riding crop BR
Photography @helenalines model @sheliselindo makeup artist
@triplemartistry
NAHS Magazine/2018
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Beiman Riding (BR) is a
Dutch company synonymous
with quality in the equestrian world, and delivers 2
gorgeous collections per year
focusing on making stylish
products and designs with
attentionto detail, fit and
functionality.
Hoodie Harcour, blouse BR,
slacks Anky, riding helmet
& crop BR
Available at April’s Tac Shop.
www.aprilstackboutique.com
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FITNESS &
WELLNESS
In 1979, Fab Lethbridge was only 6 years old when her parents
immigrated to Canada from Santiago, Chile. As a family, they embraced Canada by learning the language quickly through TV, Music,
and the family English teacher, Fab.
Fab was the oldest of three children and loved to teach and help
others. She would learn to love the service industry through the
jobs she had as a teenager and would go on to study social work
as an adult. Fab would work for the Provincial Government for 15
years, building connections with people from all walks of life and
making a difference in their lives. Although the job was rewarding,
it was often very stressful.
At the end of a work day, Fab found herself drained and the last
thing on her mind was working out. Her energy level was nearly
non-existent.
“I wasn’t feeling healthy and my mobility
was limited. I knew exercise would give
me the energy I needed, but I couldn’t
find the right exercise that would make
me want to do it again and again. I tried
numerous online and video workouts at
home and attended several gyms, but
I still felt alone and unmotivated. I also
had some health issues and a near-death experience that made me realize I had to change
and make ME a priority for myself and my family. I wanted to be around to meet my grandchildren one day. I knew whatever I did had to be FUN in order to stick to it.”
Five years ago, Fab found Zumba® Fitness. It had everything she was looking for and put
her in touch with her Latin roots and reminded her how much she loved music and moving.
Recently, she opened Casa LOCA Fitness Studio in Nanaimo. Fab wanted people to find what
works for them too, and now provides a variety of classes, such as: Yoga, HIIT, Pound (think
drumming) and Bootcamp-style classes to choose from.
“To me, it’s like going out on the town with friends, but instead of heels we wear runners,
instead of dresses, we wear workout clothes, and instead of doing our hair we can get away
with it any way we choose! And who needs alcohol when we can have water and electrolytes
right? Casa LOCA goes so far as providing a club like atmosphere, a dark room, disco lights,
a stage and no mirrors where everyone is a star! This is what worked for me and still does.”
Casa LOCA teaches a variety of group fitness classes that are aimed at all ages and abilities. The classes are focused
on changing the ways people view exercising. It is not a punishment, it is not a dreaded “should” task. Casa LOCA puts
the FUN back into Fitness and by doing that, people remain consistent with their workouts and don’t look at exercising
as intimidating, instead, it is part of self-care.
“I love to make a difference in someone’s life. I can’t even articulate in words, the joy that it brings me to see people
moving again. When someone tells me they have never been to a gym or studio before, I am ecstatic to introduce them to
working out in a safe and supported way. I feel so blessed and honored that they chose us to help them. In fact, I know
all the instructors at Casa LOCA Fitness Studio feel this way. We provide a safe, non-judgmental, fun and motivating
place where people can get their Workout Mojo back. A place where they can feel they are not alone and are supported.”
Fab would like to encourage any person at any point in their fitness journey to just keep going! Whether you are just
starting out or have hit a stumbling block, take a chance and try something new, ignite your passion for fitness.
For more information, or to speak with Fab directly visit Casa LOCA Fitness Studio at 203-6330 Dover Rd., online at
www.casalocafitness.com, or follow them on Facebook and Instagram.
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What’s
up today?

CARDI B
hALLE BERRY

Despite releasing songs with

In 1989, Halle Berry was

catchy lyrics and

living in a

head-bobbing

homeless shelter in

beats, critics have

New York City. In 1991,

accused her of

she made her big
screen debut in Spike
Lee’s
critically acclaimed
Jungle Fever, and in
2002, she became the
first black woman to win the Academy Award for best
actress for her mesmerizing turn in the slow burn
Southern drama Monster’s Ball. At the age of 36,
Berry was sitting firmly at the top of her profession.

Drake & Adele
Unexpected
BFF’s
Drake and Adele’s
burgeoning friendship
came as a refreshing
surprise over the weekend. The pair was spotted
making the rounds in the San Fernando Valley on
Sunday, and even rented out an entire venue together. Insider’s claim that Adele and Drake joined forces
to rent out Jerry’s Famous Deli and Pinz Bowling in
Los Angeles.
“Hey Drake, you want another friend?”

Outstanding design.
Unsurpassed fit.

stealing other
rappers' flows. Her most popular hit, "Bodak Yellow," was
reportedly inspired by Kodak Black's 2014 track, "No Flockin." When confronted with such allegations, Cardi B has had
no problem fessing up to biting the style of other popular
artists. During one of her shows, the rapper made it clear
she doesn't care if people think she copied Kodak or Meek
Mill or Migos. "So what b**ch? So what?" she told the crowd
(via Billboard.) "I'ma sound like all your favorite rappers.
I'ma take all they flows and I'ma body it b**ch."
“It’s about time that female rappers get recognized in the
industry, it’s always a fight to the top no matter what you do.
It’s either now or never.”

Jussie
Smollett

People are saying this sets us back, but I think
once again it brings attention to mental illness
and hopefully he gets the help he needs, too bad
so sad.

Elizabeth’s
Lingerie
Nanaimo is
your source
for medium to
high impace
active-wear.”

B2-91 Front Street, Nanaimo
(across from the Bastion)

250.753.6336
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COCO Cafe is a project of
Cedar opportunities Co-operative. Our mission is to
operate a successful social
enterprise that provides
employment, training, and
socialization
opportunities for people
with developmental disabilities within their community.
COCO Cafe was started by a
group of families who live in the Cedar/ Yellowpoint/ Cassidy area. This is a rural area and many areas which are isolated. School students with developmental disabilities can take school buses and are integrated into the local elementary and high schools.
However, once students have finished school, there are no services or programs available in the area. As a result,
families with an adult family member with a developmental disability are faced with the choice of either moving out
of the community, seeing their family member become
increasingly isolated, or committing to driving their family member out of the community to programs and services in
either Ladysmith or Nanaimo.

(250) 323-2223

#4A 1840 Cedar Road
www.cococafe.ca

Visit their website to learn more about this unique café and its development and services.

Beautiful Elegant Space
We embody the spa oasis
experience with focus on the mind, body,
soul connection through relaxation,
renewal and enhancement treatments.

Skin Therapists

Aesthetic Services

We are certified skin therapists that
create custom skin care regimes for
each client, addressing exactly what
they need, with a professional line of
products - Dermalogica.

We provide a variety of treatments and services to help your stress
fade away, tension disappear and feel beautiful from the inside out.

1-(250) 323-0900 |
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TH PARALLEL
A LADYSMITH LANDMARK

In the 1970’s Wayne Richmond was a grocery boy with a
dream of owning his own store, just like his friend and former
co-worker Alex Campbell. Campbell and his wife purchased
the 49th Parallel Grocery Store in 1973. In 1977, Alex was
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helping Wayne look at a few stores for purchase, when he offered his own store in Ladysmith and Wayne
immediately agreed to sign the lease and the Richmond family officially entered the grocery business.
Campbell would stay in the business and eventually go on to start Thrifty’s Foods. In 1981 Wayne and his
wife Harmina purchased the store and equipment they originally leased.
With supporting such a growing community, the Richmonds’ would own the entire block by 1990 and expansion was underway of a new grocery and liquor store with total area of 17,000 sq. ft.
After obtaining his CPA at Ernst & Young in Vancouver and spending five years at Canfor, Wayne and
Harmina’s son Peter would join the family business along with his sister Kathy to help expand from one
store to two, and in 1997 a second location of the 49th Parallel Grocery Store was opened in Cedar.

“I always wanted to come back to the island and getting the opportunity to help grow the
family business has been a wonderful experience. I feel fortunate to live and work in such
a beautiful part of the world.” - Peter Richmond
Being in the grocery business for over 40 years has allowed the 49th Parallel to buy from all the big suppliers and allow the Richmond family to be committed in their goal of providing honest and reliable service to
our local community. They’ve had the pleasure of serving friends and customer in their area now for over
40 years and the Richmonds still believe in supporting their community and treating customers, staff, and suppliers fairly.

“It’s been a pleasure to serve our friends and customers
in Ladysmith for over 40 years. We’ve had fun growing
with the community, and I hope the 49th will be here
for another 60 years.” – Wayne Richmond
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Who is
Julienne
Ankambi?
There’s more to me ...
When I moved to Canada about four
and a half years ago, I always struggled
with my natural hair. I did not have or
knew anyone who could do my hair, but
I had lots of experiences back home in
Gabon ( west coast central Africa), my
family members and I used to braids
each other hair. Back home, it is an art
taught by the senior female member of
the family to her daughters and close
friends. The person who braids well,
for example, my mom because she is
a hairstylist, she’s considered an expert in the community. There are no
rewards expected, because the hair
was more of a social activity in my
family, as it is today. Women gathered to do each other’s hair and had
tons of opportunities to socialize.
I learned a lot from it, so I decided to teach me how to braid my own
hair , now let me tell you this, braiding someone’s else hair is a whole lot
different and more comfortable than
braiding your own depending on its
quantity, width and it takes twice as
much times to get it done as well . I always tried something different in my
hair every now and then from cornrows, Senegalese twist, jumbo braids,
box braids or faux locs , and I had the
opportunities to help my friends who
struggled with figuring out how to care
with their natural hair and on how to
embrace it within Canada with simple hair care without the need of too
many products , it brought us closer as
friends and they became my head mannequin at schools or after school which
allowed me to have tons of practice . I
also learned how to make my own hair
jewelry for any kinds of braids or locks,
this hair jewelry makes your hair sparkle and brings an elegant touch to a
simple or more sophisticated hairstyle.
It is a delirious and original hairstyle
idea, ideal for any kind of events.
I love braids because they’re so versatile, you can style it so
many different ways and allow your scalp to breathe. When
the hair around my face gives me trouble, I do a style with
braids to provide them with a break. My favourite protective
styles are twists and box braids, even though I have dreadlocks, I love these styles because they are low maintenance,
and I can create other styles while keeping my dreadlocks
protected.
Nowadays, braids are a protective and creative style

BRAIDING
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women use to show off their
personal style their creativeness or protect their hair and
scalp. But centuries before,
braids were much more than
just a hairstyle.
Braids are a part of the tribal customs in Africa. The braid patterns
signify the tribe and help identify
the member of the tribe. The cultural
significance and roots of braiding can
be traced back to the African tribes.
Braids have many advantages, and I
absolutely love the fact that they accelerate the growth of African hair,
it’s stunning, very aesthetic in different shapes and colours and beautify
the face and keep for several months
if maintained through careful washing of the hair and regular oiling of
the scalp. I take the meaning of hair
and maintenance to another level
and learn how to perform different
designs every single day, just as hair
was elevated for social and aesthetic
reasons, its spiritual connection also
served to heighten its significance
and meaning.
Through the terms braiding and
expressions styles have changed, but
braiding patterns have remained
the same. Women, men and kids are
approaching the braiding technique
in different ways, from clean lines to
braids that are organic and messy.
People accept braids to look less perfect, chic etc.… I enjoy braiding people hair as it builds unity and embraces a historical culture. It’s no mistake
that when your hair is braided, you
start to feel like a queen or that we acknowledge each other as queens and
kings, “because truly that’s what these
braids represent.”
In conclusion, the history of African
braid goes way back in time. Braid is
an identity symbol of African and African-American culture, which was
popularized in the world.
When either black or white or mixed,
African braid was brought worldwide.

T H E
NEW
BLACK
COVER
GIRLS

Y

olande Johnston is one of the few
Red Seal Cosmetologists endorsed
through the Industry Training Authority in
British Columbia. She is also an educator
in the Northwest Region for McBride
Research Laboratories and the sole
proprietor of Who Dyd Your Hair, one of
the very few multicultural hair salons on
Vancouver Island.

Twenty-one years ago, Beyoncé was told by executives that it would be
too hard for her to be on a magazine cover. They said that black models
don’t sell advertising and they don’t sell magazines. Clearly, they were
wrong. In September, Beyoncé also proved them wrong too.
Beyoncé was given complete creative control on her September
cover for Vogue magazine. A cover which was also shot by an AfricanAmerican photographer. Beyoncé’s complete creative control was a
huge turning point for Vogue too. She trusted the 23 year-old, Tyler
Mitchell, to shoot her cover as she felt it was important to give a black
photographer a chance he normally wouldn’t have gotten.
“There are so many cultural barriers to entry that I like to do what I can
to level the playing field.” – Beyoncé
Rihanna would also be the first black woman on the September cover in
British Vogue. She would be the first woman of color on the magazine’s
cover in their 102 year history. The list of recent women of color on
magazine covers goes on and on. The entire fashion magazine industry
has seemed to evolve, and now culturally diverse models are the new
industry movers and shakers.

Who Dyd Your Hair

250-818-1186

Elle Canada’s recent cover girl was Tracee Ellis Ross. Editor-in-chief,
Vanessa Kraft, says, “Our decision for the cover, was a no-brainer. Tracee
is intelligent, successful, savvy on social media, an activist, and an
incredible style icon.” In fact, half of the last 12 issues of Elle magazine
are all women of color. Featuring Priyanka Chopra on the cover of Elle
happened to sell 20 percent more magazines than the issue one

year earlier.
The team at NAHS magazine can’t be happier with this new
shift in the industry. This opens many new doors for the young
aspiring models we feature and search for to grace the pages of
every issue we produce.

CONNECT WITH WDYH
www.whodydyourhair.com
Email:whodydyourhair@gmail.com
E1-1284 Gladstone
Ave. Victoria,
NAHS Magazine/2018
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Opened by Mary Sheer in 2015, the vision of
Island Afrikan Supermarket is to make
African products, artwork and culture more
accessible to the people of Vancouver Island.
By providing a divese array of products from
around the continent, we make it easier for
not only Africans to feel at home on the
Island, but also for non-Africans to explore
Afican foods and culture in a vibrant
environment.
Nestled in the heart of Victoria British
Columbia, Island Afrikan Supermarket
provides an authentic African shopping
experience with a wide selection of
clothing, beauty products, artwork, and
groceries. Like the vibrant markets of Africa,
in Island Afrikan supermarket you can stock
up on groceries from Western, Eastern and
Southern Africa, purchase a unique African
basket to decorate your home or step out in
style wearing a colorful African garment.
Come over and see what treasures we have
in store for you!

2714 Quadra St,
Victoria, BC V8T 4E6 |
www.islandafrikansupermarket.ca
Call Us Today! +1 (778) 265-9729
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“Under The African Moon –
Short Tales That Teach
Good Values.”

Joké L.
Mayers
Joké Mayers, is a brilliant story-teller, biographer, poet and author
of several books and multiple other publications. Though born and
raised in Nigeria, Africa, she has lived in Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada for decades.
She is also a mother, storyteller, teacher, public speaker and entrepreneur; who fills her books with delightful stories, to enrich the mind.
Paying tribute to the past, while re-telling folk-tales for the benefit of
present-day readers, the heart-warming and thought-provoking stories speak to the young soul in each of us.
The good values, excellent lessons and human sentiments are familiar,
because they are truly appealing to the heart. The stories strengthen
good values and clarify the distinctions between what is universally
right and wrong. They often end with thought-provoking ideas, for
young minds to ponder.
When these simple stories, which extol the benefits of good character
and higher values are no longer being told to the young; the whole
world would indeed suffer the loss.

LegArt is a proud
Canadian leggings and
apparel company based
out of Nanaimo with a
network of Canada-wide
Independent Distributors
that share the same
message,

“You are Authentic.
You are Beautiful”.
LOCATED AT:
Wesley Square Suite 102,
335 Wesley St. Nanaimo, BC

1 250-709-9690

A young mind is
precious and truly
a terrible thing to
waste!
- Joké Laniyonu Mayers | Author
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Reg E. Cathy 1958 - 2018
The actor who gained widespread
fame from his supporting role on the
award-winning cable TV drama “The
Wire” before moving on to “House of
Cards” has reportedly died at the age of
59.

Lovebug Starski
1960 - 2018
Olivia Cole 1942 – 2018
Cole, a veteran actress who was best known
for her breakout role in the “Roots” TV series,
died at her home in San Miguel Allende, Mexico at the age of 75 on January 19. She received
an Emmy for her performance on the hit miniseries based on Alex Haley’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning book.

The legendary, pioneering DJ reportedly died in Las Vegas on Feb.
8. While he wasn’t as popular as his
better-known contemporaries, such
as Grandmaster Flash, he was just as
influential, if not more, in shaping
the sound of what would become
hip-hop music in the 1970s. The
Notorious B.I.G. famously dropped
Starski’s name on his debut single,
“Juicy.” May he rest in peace.

Hugh Masekela
1939 - 2018
Masekela, known as the father of South
African jazz and who collaborated with
artists such as Harry Belafonte, died
Tuesday, January 23 in Johannesburg after a protracted battle with prostate cancer. His music served as the background
for the anti-apartheid movement.

Edwin Hawkins
1943 - 2018

Edwin Hawkins, known for gospel crossover
hit “Oh Happy Day” in 1969, died after a long
battle with pancreatic cancer Monday, January
15, in Pleasanton, Calif., east of San Francisco.

Actor Kristoff St. John
1966 - 2019

James Ingram 1952 - 2019
James Ingram, the Grammy-winning singer
who launched multiple hits on the R&B and
pop charts and earned two Oscar nominations for his songwriting, has died due to
brain cancer. He was 66.

Actor Kristoff St. John has died. St. John played
Neil Winters on CBS’ “The Young and the Restless.” He was 52. St. John joined the cast of “The
Young and the Restless” in 1991. He won
Daytime Emmy Awards in 1992 and 2008 for
his work on the show, and he was nominated
seven other times for playing Winters

Nancy Wilson
1937 - 2018
Nancy Wilson (1937 – 2018) was a
Grammy and Emmy Award-winning
singer who sang many styles of
music but is most closely associated
with jazz. Among her notable recordings are the 1964 hit “(You Don’t
Know) How Glad I Am,” and her debut single, “Guess Who I Saw Today.”
Aware of her singing talent from a
young age, she transformed her gift
for song into a performing and recording career that spanned more
than half a century, beginning in the
1950s and extending until her retirement in the 2010s.

In Loving Memory
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY
Brechin United Church
An all-inclusive congregation rooted in God’s call. With a focus to
provide hospitality and meet the needs of the local community.
Located at 1998 Estevan Road.
Telephone: 250-754-9212
Sunday service starts at 10:30 am.
www.brechinunited.ca

First Baptist Church
Established in 1889. The First Baptist’s vision is to
“know Christ and make him Known”.
Located at 1650 Waddington Road, Nanaimo.
Phone: 250-753-0241
Sunday worship is at 9 am and 11 Am
Visit their website: www. fbcnanaimo.ca

Maranatha Church
The Maranatha Foursquare Church began in Nanaimo in 1984,
it has endeavoured to serve God by serving the community it
resides within.
Located at 6553 Portsmouth Road, Nanaimo.
Sunday Worship starts at; 10:00 am
Visit their website: www.maranathachurch.ca

St. Paul’s Anglican Church
Proclaiming God’s love and faith of Christ crucified and
resurrected through Christ centred music, preaching and liturgy.
Located at 29 Church Street
Phone: 250-753-2523
Sunday service starts at 10:30 am
Visit their website at www.stpaulsnanaimo.ca
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St. Peter’s Parish
St. Peter’s Parish was founded in 1854. We have long been part of
the Nanaimo landscape.
We are a Catholic Parish of approximately 739 families. Our parish
mission is to reach out to others in faith and love by affirming the
Gospel and its teachings.
We welcome all at our doors and continue to work hard to be
good shepherds within our community and beyond.
Be sure to check us out on Facebook and at our website:
Located at 301 Machleary Street
Nanaimo, BC, V9R 2G8
Tel: 250-753-3570
www.stpetersnanaimo.ca

The Christian Science Reading Room
“A church designed to commemorate the word of our Master”
MB Eddy
Located at 20 Chapel Street, Nanaimo
Phone: 250-753-8036
Sunday worship at 10:30 am
Visit their website at:
www.christianscience.bc.ca

The Trinity United Church
With a warm welcome and ministration by Pastor Foster Freed.
With a meet and greet after the service.
Located at 6234 Spartan Road
Telephone: 250-390-2513
Sunday service is at 11:00 am
Visit their website at www.trinityunitednanaimo.ca

Trinity Catholic Church
Celebrate with them the Holy Eucharist, in the Catholic tradition of
the Apostles.
Located at 6234 Spartan Road
Telephone: 250-390-2612
Sunday Worship starts at: 8:00 am & 9:00am
Visit their website at www.trinitycatholicnanaimo.ca
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Thank Y
A very special thank you
to all our sponsors

427 Prideaux Street. Nanaimo BC | V9R 2N6

Phone: 250 729 9332
Email: nanaimoafricanheritagesociety@gmail.com
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BOOKS
&MOVIES
BECOMING
by Michelle Obama
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An intimate, powerful, and inspiring memoir by the former First Lady of the United States
In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as one of
the most iconic and compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the United States of America—the first African-American to serve in that role—she helped create the most welcoming
and inclusive White House in history, while also establishing herself as a powerful advocate
for women and girls in the U.S. and around the world, dramatically changing the ways that
families pursue healthier and more active lives, and standing with her husband as he led
America through some of its most harrowing moments. Along the way, she showed us a few
dance moves, crushed Carpool Karaoke, and raised two down-to-earth daughters under an
unforgiving media glare.

In her memoir, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling, Michelle Obama
invites readers into her world, chronicling the experiences that have shaped her—from her
childhood on the South Side of Chicago to her years as an executive balancing the demands
of motherhood and work, to her time spent at the world’s most famous address. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her triumphs and her disappointments, both public and private, telling her full
story as she has lived it—in her own words and on her own terms. Warm, wise, and revelatory, Becoming is the deeply personal
reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations—and whose story inspires us to do the same.

THE LAST BLACK UNICORN
by Tiffany Haddish | New York Times best seller

From stand-up comedian, actress, and breakout star of Girls Trip, Tiffany Haddish, comes The Last Black
Unicorn, a side-splitting, hysterical, edgy, and unflinching collection of (extremely) personal essays, as
fearless as the author herself.
Growing up in one of the poorest neighborhoods of South Central Los Angeles, Tiffany learned to survive
by making people laugh. If she could do that, then her classmates would let her copy their homework, the
other foster kids she lived with wouldn’t beat her up, and she might even get a boyfriend. Or at least she
could make enough money—as the paid school mascot and in-demand Bar Mitzvah hype woman—to get
her hair and nails done, so then she might get a boyfriend.
None of that worked (and she’s still single), but it allowed Tiffany to imagine a place for herself where she
could do something she loved for a living: comedy.
Tiffany can’t avoid being funny—it’s just who she is, whether she’s plotting shocking, jaw-dropping re-
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venge on an ex-boyfriend or learning how to handle her newfound fame despite still having a broke person’s mind-set.
Finally poised to become a household name, she recounts with heart and humor how she came from nothing and
nowhere to achieve her dreams by owning, sharing, and using her pain to heal others.
By turns hilarious, filthy, and brutally honest, The Last Black Unicorn shows the world who Tiffany Haddish really
is—humble, grateful, down-to-earth, and funny as hell. And now, she’s ready to inspire others through the power of
laughter.

HARRIET TUBMAN
by Rosemary Sadlier

Tubman: Harriet Tubman and the Underground
Railroad, Her Life in the United States and Canada
(signature Series)
Information about her Canadian connections is the key contribution of this new
book about Harriet Tubman. Researched and written by Rosemary Sadlier, president of the Ontario Black History Society and author of several books on black
leaders, Tubman describes the life and times of the woman popularly known as
the Moses of the 19th-century North American Underground Railroad movement.
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Harriet Tubman’s achievements are particularly noteworthy given the overwhelming disadvantages of birth, gender, slavery, poverty, illness, and lack of education
she faced. During her life, she worked as slave, housekeeper, cook, laundress,
Underground Railroad conductor, political activist, nurse, scout, commander, and
Civil War spy. Her efforts brought both infamy and fame. In the late 1850s, the
Society of Slaveholders posted a reward equivalent to more than $500,000 in today’s money for Tubman’s capture. In the late 1890s, she received an invitation
to and attended Queen Victoria’s diamond jubilee celebration in England. Sadlier
proudly points out that Tubman was the first and only woman in American history to lead a military assault.
This book distinguishes itself from other biographies of Tubman with its coverage of the eight years when she led 11
of her 19 known rescue trips from a base in St. Catharines, Ontario. Sadlier devotes two of the book’s six chapters to
the Canadian connection. The remaining chapters provide background on the Underground Railroad, slavery in North
America, Tubman’s early years, and her later life. The text also includes a preface, introduction, chronology, reading
lists for young and more advanced readers, and an index with helpful directions to such specific items as maps, pictures, and quotes.
Tubman has a lot of heart and a good cover. Aspects of its editing and layout, however, suggest it had a small budget:
uncredited quotations, repetitive text, photo duplication, incomplete sentences, missing words, incorrect word use,
and improper punctuation. While the sum of the oversights doesn’t negate the book’s overall value, the shortcomings
are regrettable. Also, an excerpt from Harriet Tubman’s funeral eulogy is buried behind the index, where there is a
good chance readers will miss it.
Tubman is worth noting for the Canadian coverage it provides and the strong commitment Rosemary Sadlier brings to
her subject. With targeted promotion, it’s a book that will appeal to those interested in American, Canadian, and black
history, biography, true adventure, and female role models.

Spike Lee at the Oscars,
winning for his movie the Klansman

At Sunday night’s Oscar ceremony, Lee won best adapted screenplay for “BlacKkKlansman” (sharing the award with Charlie Wachtel, David Rabinowitz and Kevin Willmott) and
walked on stage bursting with energy and emotion. Lee, who had received two previous
nominations, for the 1997 documentary “4 Little Girls” and for 1989’s “Do The Right Thing,”
started his acceptance speech by ordering the Oscar producers not to turn the clock on.
The speech that followed touched deeply on black history and exhorted the crowd to get
involved in the 2020 presidential election.
The word today is “irony.” The date, the 24th. The month, February, which also happens
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Spike Lee at the Oscars | cont’d...
to be the shortest month of the year, which also happens to be Black History month. The year, 2019. The year, 1619. History. Her
story. 1619. 2019. 400 years.
Four hundred years. Our ancestors were stolen from Mother Africa and bought to Jamestown, Virginia, enslaved. Our ancestors
worked the land from can’t see in the morning to can’t see at night. My grandmother, [inaudible], who lived to be 100 years young,
who was a Spelman College graduate even though her mother was a slave. My grandmother who saved 50 years of social security
checks to put her first grandchild — she called me Spikie-poo — she put me through Morehouse College and N.Y.U. grad film.
N.Y.U.!
Before the world tonight, I give praise to our ancestors who have built this country into what it is today along with the genocide of
its native people. We all connect with our ancestors. We will have love and wisdom regained, we will regain our humanity. It will be
a powerful moment. The 2020 presidential election is around the corner. Let’s all mobilize. Let’s all be on the right side of history.
Make the moral choice between love versus hate. Let’s do the right thing! You know I had to get that in there.

THE GREEN BOOK
Green Book is a 2018 American biographical comedy-drama film directed by Peter
Farrelly. Set in 1962, the film is inspired by the true story of a tour of the Deep South
by Jamaican–American classical and jazz pianist Don Shirley (Mahershala Ali) and Italian-American bouncer Tony Vallelonga (Viggo Mortensen) who served as Shirley’s driver and bodyguard.

M

BlacKkKlansman
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BlacKkKlansman is a 2018 American biographical crime film directed by Spike Lee and
written by Charlie Wachtel, David Rabinowitz, Kevin Willmott, and Lee, based on the
2014 memoir Black Klansman by Ron Stallworth. The film stars John David Washington
as Stallworth, along with Adam Driver, Laura Harrier, and Topher Grace. Set in 1970s
Colorado Springs, the plot follows the first African-American detective in the city’s police department as he sets out to infiltrate and expose the local chapter of the Ku Klux
Klan.
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If Beale Street could talk
If

Beale Street Could Talk is a 2018 American romantic drama film directed and written
by Barry Jenkins, and based on James Baldwin’s novel of the same name.
The film follows a young African-American woman who, with her family’s support,
seeks to clear the name of her wrongly charged lover and prove his innocence before
the birth of their child.

SEVEN SECONDS

T
V

In an instant, life is forever changed for Brenton Butler and his family. After a white
cop accidentally hits and critically injures a black teenager, a northeastern city explodes with racial tensions, an attempted cover up and its aftermath, and the trial of
the century.

THE BOONDOCKS
BLACK PANTHER
JESSE OWENS | American Experience
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20th

A N N I V E R S A RY

We at the Nanaimo African Heritage Society
are proud to announce that 2019 is our
twentieth anniversary. We have provided a cultural
and recreational milieu for positive culturalinteractions
since our inception. Although the Society provides a series
of events throughout the year the main focus has always
been Black History Month. Our events encourage and invite
community participation fostering intercultural
understanding and building connections with people.
We use local entertainers, performers and artisans to
showcase many of the talented individuals in Nanaimo.
We consider Black History Month to be a major cultural event
in the Nanaimo area and we anticipate great participation as we
celebrate twenty years of successfully sharing the strengths and beauty of our
community.
During Black History Month, February 1 to the 28, NAHS offers many programs in various
locations throughout Nanaimo. All events are open to the public. We utilize several
venues in Nanaimo to host our events and activities which increases the awareness and
participation of the community as well as increasing revenue for these venues.
SCHEDULE FOR February 2019

Celebrating Twenty Years in Nanaimo of
Black History Month
52 NAHS Magazine/2018
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SOUND HERITAGE

John Lemieux grew up in eastern Canada and always called his home
wherever the work was at the time. Eventually, he’d make his way to the
West Coast, where he opened his first store in Courtenay in the late 1980’s
and soon after, he would open a second store in Campbell River. He would
finally consolidate both stores into one location in Nanaimo and has been
his current Victoria Cres. location for seven years.
Lemieux grew up with a passion for music, which is what led him to owning
the music stores. He liked all genres and ethnicities of music.
“Music is the instrument of the soul. You may not understand the language, but you can understand the tone and the mood of the composer no matter what genre it is.”
Today, Sound Heritage caters to a wide range of customer demographics from age 17-30 to the older music loving
crowd. Lemieux boasts a whopping collection of over 40,000 used and graded records. He also sells used older-model
stereo systems, audio needles, and all the parts any audiophile might
need, want, or desire. The store also carries a wide selection of used
video games which attracts an even wider audience.
Lemieux says he loves to guess the musical likes of his customers as he
often gets asked for his personal recommendations. Part of the attraction of music is sharing it, so Lemieux offers a free 18’x24’ stage to any
musical group or artists on an enclosed one-third acre behind his store.
He’s had a few rock shows there in the past that were enjoyed by many.
Visit John at his Sound Heritage location at 33 Victoria Cres., or you can
give him a call directly to get more information on his free stage.

250-754-7877.
By Brent Matsalla

mambos
gourmet
pizza

16 Victoria Cres., in Nanaimo.

Call 250-753-6667
visit us online for a menu at
MamboGourmetPizza.com
Facebook @ /mambogourmetpizza/.

In the heart of downtown lies one of Nanaimo’s best kept secrets, Mambo Pizza. At Mambo’s, they are
proud to be serving the city’s top quality gourmet pizza to their clients now for 20 years, at their Victoria
Cres. location.
Manager, Marc Fillion, began working at Mambos in 1999 when he was just a teenager. Fillion says he’s
proud of being a part of Nanaimo’s nightlife and watching the community grow throughout all these years.
“I’ve had the chance to cater to a lot of people over the years. Recently, we’ve realized that even
marriages have started out here. It’s been fun to see teenage customers grow into adults and young
parents, who now bring their children here.”
Mambo Pizza refuses to lower their standards in order to be more price competitive with other pizzerias
with lower standards. Mambo Pizza only uses the best quality ingredients and they are proud to be
Nanaimo’s only take-out and delivery pizzeria that is NOT 2 for 1.
With a wide variety of customers, Mambo’s even offers gluten-free and all-vegan options for no extra
fees, to ensure everyone and every taste is satisfied.
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Store Hours
Monday 11:30-9:00pm
Tuesday 11:30-11:00pm
Wednesday & Thursday
11:30-11:30pm
Friday 11:30-3:00am
Saturday 12:00-3:00am
Sunday - Closed

S

tir It Up Caribbean Soul Food Restaurant first opened its doors
in September 2001. Serving a variety of dishes that take you on a
flavourful tour of the West Indies from Jamaica (jerk chicken ) to
Trinidad (roti) with stops in St. Lucia (green fig and salt fish) and Barbados ( flying fish) and more for good measure. Owned and operated by
Natalie Justin, Stir It Up is named after the Bob Marley song of the same
name rumoured to be written for his wife Rita as her recipe for love.

760A Yates St. in Victoria
Open Monday to Saturday 11-7 pm

CALL: 778-432-0133
www.facebook.com/Stir-it-Up-133468816703389/
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MICHAEL TICKNER ARTIST
MICHAEL TICKNER
VANCOUVER ISLAND
PRINT IMAGES
STUDIO VISITS BY APPOINTMENT
250-714-8356
STUDIO: 3146 MARION WAY, NANAIMO

This eight foot Þbre glass
Orca painted by the artist
now stands at Port McNeil on
Vancouver Island B.C.
Canadian/International visual artist Michael
Tickner has opened his new studio in
Nanaimo recently. His studio can be visited
by appointment. studio 250-714-8356
Michael was born(1947) London, England.
His wife of 45yrs, Alice born here on the
Island in Port Alberni. In 1987 after 12 yrs
of painting under the name of Granville an
old family name, he decided his new style
was the style he would paint for the rest of
his life. He signed this work with his name.
MichaelÕs collectors include corporate
and individuals in over a dozen countries.
16 of his works are illustrations in the
Best Selling Canadian book about his
work, ÔThe Colours of B.C.
A 30Õx10Õ mural of Michaels work can be
seen at Richmond Hospital, prints of the
image raise funds for the Hospital.
His work is involved in raising funds for
charities including Kids Help Pone
Ronald McDonald House, Save Our
Salmon, B.C. Lions Society and many
more.
He became a member of the F.C.A. in 1990
and the Fine Arts Trade Guild in England.
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ÔSUMMER FLOATSÕ , VICTORIA

ÔSHACK ISLANDÕ, NANAIMO

ÔDEPARTURE, TO NANAIMO
THE FORTH IN THE SERIES
ÔMORNING LINE UPÕ
TUGS LINED UP AT THE LIGHTHOUSE
AVAILABLE AT THE STUDIO
ALSO
POSTERS, ARTCARDS, LIMITED
AND OPEN EDITIONS PRINTS
VIEW ALL MICHAELÕS IMAGES
INCLUDING ORIGINALS ON
MICHAEL TICKNER. COM

Celebrating the
heritage, traditions
& Culture of
African-Canadians

Michelle Stilwell,MLA
Parksville-Qualicum

250.248.2625
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Facebook.com/michellestilwellmla | michelle.stilwell.mla@leg.bc.ca

Customize your mattress
“A mattress made for two shouldn’t be designed for one”. This is one of our favourite phrases, coined by the team from the Obasan
brand, who we really resonate with. The mattress industry has gone so far the other way in their bed-in-the-box revolution that
mattresses are being touted as life-changing on a one-style-fits-all model, while not taking into account that we all have different
needs.
When we started this idea of offering a mattress that was firmer on one side and softer on the other, the concept was foreign to
most customers. The old model of one mattress working for all was being challenged, as it had always been the traditional way.
One person almost always needed to compromise and this usually left one sleeper not satisfied. Why do companies feel like this
is the right thing to do? If you have 2 people with completely different builds, it is unrealistic to think that this conventional method
is an effective solution. These decisions need to be made with more care and attention to an individual sleeper’s needs, patterns,
positions and habits.
Fast forward past extreme mattress marketing and you are left with vulnerable people who need help with improving their sleep
lives. Excellent sleep is proven to revolutionize our wakeful lives, with a list of health benefits that are astounding. Sleep truly is
the new fountain of youth and without it being a priority, it can wreak havoc on our lives. I know that for me personally, when I go
through stretches of sleep deprivation, my sugar addiction kicks in, as well as my mood swings, which can ultimately lead to mild
depression and anxiety. It’s a vicious cycle that I know so many us struggle with, and its effects emerge in numerous negative
ways.
After having been in the industry for such a long time, I have found that we are not so different in what we need, based on our
height, build and sleeping position. Mattress customization is here to stay and with our addition of Canadian made Obasan to our
offerings, we now have customization 3.0. Not only can we adjust each side, we now have the ability to fit our customers with
different firmnesses, specifically focusing on bodyweight distribution, giving us the ability to narrow in on our customers’ particular
areas of need (shoulders and hips). Guess and Hope are no longer words to be used when picking a life enhancing/changing sleep
system. It’s almost like getting a prescription filled. With mattress customization we have ability to be extremely accurate.
Above: Obasan mattress customization sample
The next time you are looking for a mattress, take my points into consideration. The right sleep solutions have long term benefits.
So, make sure you are educating yourself and looking at all the options for what you need.
Sweet dreams...
Chris
Contact:
Resthouse Sleep Solutions
126 Station Street, Duncan, BC, Canada V9L 1M7
Phone: 1-250-597-7378
Email: info@resthouse.ca
Web: http://www.resthouse.ca
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/resthousesleepsolutions
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ResthouseSleepSolutions
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/sleepwell340
https://resthouse.ca/blogs/blog/customize-your-mattress
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A Mattress Made for Two
Shouldn’t be Designed for One

Resthouse welcomes Obasan,
the makers of Canada’s premier
customizable natural mattresses

resthouse.ca • 1-844-855-REST (7378) • 126 STATION STREET, DUNCAN
Vancouver Island’s Exclusive Obasan Dealer
NAHS Magazine/2018
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3392 Norwell Drive Nanaimo B.C. 250-585-1648
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